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ABSTRACT.

T-kis—pappr—compares rivej^ different methods^for selecting

the most important variables*tfcH^h a yip« -fcftj classifying high

energy physics events with neural networks*The different

methods are:the F-test,Principal Component Analysis (PCA),a

decision tree method:CART,weight - evaluation, ami Optimal Cell

Damage (OCD). \^k

The neural networks use the variables ̂ selected with the

differenx methods.We compare the percentages of events properly

classified by each neuc^l network.The learning set and the test

set/are the same for/all tha^neural networks. ŝ

•"ft
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1) INTRODUCTION.

In high energy physics experiments,one can compute many

different variables from experimental event data.The problem of

picking out the most discriminating variables from a large set

of candidate variables is important for a classification task.

Different methods of variable selection for neural

networks have been suggested [1-6].

The F-test method [7,8] was first used [1] to get a

discriminating power of the variables.The choice of variables

for a real world problem [2] was done by selecting the

variables given by the program of classification CART [9]

applied to data.A first run of neural network was used [3] to

get a variables discriminating classification while using the

weights of the neural network.Recently [A] a new approach was

proposed using a more sophisticated method.

We propose,in this paper,to compare the different methods

with the same learning and test sets.The different learnings



will be conducted in the same way.We111 add some other

methods.The comparison will be done with previous results on

the same sets.[10]

We first recall the origin of the variables.The study of

the different methods is performed.With the selected variables

we train a neural network and we test the result with a test

set.In conclusion,we compare the different results.In

appendices,the formulas of some methods are given.

2)HIGH ENERGY EVENTS AND VARIABLES

The objects of the study are the high energy LEP events:

e+e~ -> quark+antiquark -> hadrons.

We would like to identify the flavour of the event quark

:b quark event,c quark event,light quark event.The information

comes from the data connected to the tracks of the events

recorded in the ALEPH detector.The quark masses are

different,so the event shapes and the jet shapes are

different.

For each fully simulated ALEPH event we can compute

variables using the data connected to the event tracks .A large

set of variables was computed for each event.The number of

variables is 150.It is difficult to describe all the

variables.Some variables are very classical ones such as

sphericity,aplanarity,Fox-Wolfram coefficients and describe the

event shape.Some variables connected to the vertex detector

were also computed[12].Some other variables were designed

specially to study ALEPH e+e~ events [1,10].

We also compute some variables with the tracks of the

event's 2 most energetic jets such as the 2 jets sphericity

product [13].We also compute variables describing the jets

shape [10],variables connected to one jet's vertex or one

event's hemisphere [12],variables connected to the event's most

energetic lepton ,some combinations of the tracks of the jets

giving directed sphericities and invariant masses [14].



3)SELECTION METHODS

We present now the different methods of variable

selection.

3-1) F-test METHOD

The first method adopted for variable selection is the F-

test method [1,7,8].We recall the main formulas in appendix 1.

We have applied the F-test formula to the 150 variables,we

have classified the variables according to the F-test value.As

first variable we have chosen the variable with the highest

value; as second variable, we have taken the next one if its

correlation with the previous variable is lower than 0.55;we

apply the same method to the following ones.We have kept the

first 20 variables.

3-2) PCA METHOD

To avoid correlated variables,it is possible to use

variables chosen after a principal component analysis (PCA)

[11].

We replace the original variables x^ which are correlated

with new variables:the principal components cm which are x^

linear combinations ;they are not correlated and their variance

is maximum.In appendix 2,we give the different formulas of this

method.We have also kept the first 20 variables.

3-3) CART

The choice of the variables with CART [2,9], is

possible.This method was used in a real world problem [2].

The CART program uses a binary decision tree method.Binary

trees are constructed by repeated splits of a set S of events

into two descendant subsets beginning with the set 5

itself.Each split is achieved according to the values of one

variable chosen by the program.The partition is stopped when

the subset event number is too small.The terminal subsets form

a partition of S.Each terminal subset is identified with a



class label. There may be two or more terminals with the same

class label [9].

To build the decision tree,we have first kept the first 70

variables given by the F-test classification without

elimination of the correlated, variables.We have limited the

number of variables to 70 for memory size reasons,but the most

interesting variables are among this variable subset .We have

sent these 70 variables into the CART program without backward

pruning.A decision tree was built using 16 variables.

3-4) WEIGHTS

The variables are classified according to the value of the

weights between the input layer and the first layer [3].The

weight W. . is defined between the input layer neuron j and the

first hidden layer neuron i ,we classify the variables of the

input layer according to the S. value:

After a first training we have computed the S. values

using the first 70 variables given by F-test,we have chosen the

first 20 variables given by the S. values.

3-5) OCD

The OCD method is based on Optimal Cell Damage (OCD)

considerations [A],It is also a method based on the weigths.We

call E the mean square error (MSE) of the MLP neural

network.The S value (called saliency [4]) is computed according

to the relation:

S =Y 3 2 E . rw ) 2

J Zrw77z( irrw77

We have computed the Sj values,using the method of the

previous paragraph.We have also chosen 20 variables with the

highest values.



4)LEARNING AND TEST

The method used for learning and test was proposed in

[10];we recall the different steps.

After the selection of 20 input variables,the learning is

done with a 20-20-8-3 four-layer neural network (a 16-20-8-3

for the CART method).The 3 classes are: b quark events,c quark

events and light quark events.This choice of network gives good

results.

The learning set is composed of 10000 events in each

class.A validation set is composed of 10000 events in each

class.We stop the training when the cost of the validation set

begins to increase.

The test set is a set of 73376 events : 16086 b quark

events,12757 c quark events and 44533 light quark events.This

set has the proportions of a set of LEP1 e+e~ events giving

hadrons .

The class label of a test set event is the class label of

the highest value neuron output.We know the event original

class ,we then get a classification matrix similar to a

statistical method matrix.

5)RESULTS

The trace of the classification matrix gives the

percentage of well classified events.This percentage gives an

idea of its selection method power.We have computed the traces

in 2 casesrthe 3-class case (b,c,uds classes) and the 2-class

case (b and udsc classes).

The numerical results of the well classified events

percentage for the different methods are given in table l.The

errors were estimated using statistical methods [11].



The most discriminating variables chosen by OCD are:

-the vertex variable for all event tracks [12],

-the vertex variable for jet N° 2 tracks,

-the vertex variable for hemisphere N°l tracks (the split is

perpendiculat to the thrust axis),

-the vertex variable for hemisphere N°2 tracks,

-the variable 0(9) describing jet shapes [10],

-the variable built with the jets particles products of

longitudinal momentum and of transverse momentum [1,10],

-the variable (3(14),

-the most energetic lepton transverse momentum,

-the variable 0(16),

-the jet N"l most energetic particle longitudinal momentum ,

-the jet N°l charged tracks number,

-the jet N°l second most energetic particle longitudinal

momentum,

-the variable 0(8),

-the jet N°2 most energetic lepton longitudinal momentum.

The first 10 variables were also chosen according to the

weights method.

In each method,the first variable is the same,and some jet

shape variables 0 were chosen.The other variables differ

according to the method.We thus find the 2 jets sphericity

product [13],and also directed sphericities and invariant

masses [14].

The variable choices can explain the differences between

the results of the different methods.The results are improved

when we use MLP-RBF instead of MLP.

6) CONCLUSION

We can compare the results obtained with different

variable selection methods.The variables were used to feed the

same neural network. All the results are good but some are

better than others.



6-1)Comparison

We have computed the percentage of good classification

with the different methods.To improve the comparison, the 3-

class purity obtained from the classification matrix was

added.The event sample purity is defined by the ratio of a

class true event number and of this class classified event

number.

If we compare the 3-class classification percentages ,the

OCD method seems best for variable selection.If we consider the

2-class classification ,we see that the PCA method gives good

results.

But for physics reasons,we are also interested in the

purity of b and c quark event samples .We see that OCD works

well in these 2 cases.

The F-test is a linear method.This method is not meant for

variable classification ,so the results are good for such a

simple method.The F-test can be used for a first approach to a

problem:this method is fast.

The PCA method which is a linear one gives good results

but handling the huge files thus generated is difficult.

The other methods are non-linear ones.They seem slightly

better than the other methods; we see that the best one is

OCD.The weights method gives good results and is faster than

OCD;the CART method is also faster than OCD.



6-2)Saliency

To explain the OCD choice we can write the saliency [15]:

where 5E measures the saliency sensitivity to small

perturbations in Wij.In the method called "Optimal Brain

Damage" [A],the sensitivity measure is approximated by the MSE

second derivative;this choice improves the classification

method .

6-3)Extension

We can extend the OCD method to a neural network pruning

[15].A large neural network is trained,for each layer 1 neuron

j we compute the saliency:

sr _ \ d E

i

where W: .+ ' is the weight between layer 2 neuron j and

layer (2+1) neuron i ;for the input layer,2=1.

The small saliency neurons can be deleted.A work is in

progress on this point.
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APPENDICES

Al) F-test formulas [7,8]

A set of events is defined with n events and k classes;for

each event,! variables are computed.All the data are contained

in the matrix x^j with i=l..n and j=1..2.

The class c event number is nc with
k

c=l
We define the total center of gravity gj for variable j:

n

g =

The center of gravity of the class c for variable j is

H=-L y x..h-
ieclass C

We define the within W value for variable j
k

C=l ieclass C

which describes the dispersion of the classes and the between B

value
k

c=l
which describes the distance of a class to the center of

gravity .

If W is small and B is large the variable j is able to

discriminate the classes and we define the F-test value [7,8]:

B-

12



A2) PCA formulas [11]

The notation of Al are used.

The coefficients of correlation s, . are defined by
n

We also get the elements r, . of the correlation matrix R:

ski
rki =

s
-sj

A new set of variables z.. is defined by a linear

combination of the original variables x..:

{si3}

In the PCA method,the eigenvectors u^ and the eigenvalues

Xfc of the R matrix are given by the relation

R uk = Xk u k

We classify the eigenvectors according to the decreasing

Xk values.

With the u^ ,components of the u, eigenvectors (k,m=1..2)m K
we build a new matrix V such as V .= uJ.

mj m

Using this matrix V,we define the new variables c. by
1

cim= I zij'Vjm (i=l.-n,m=1..2).

13



METHODS

F-test(MLP)
F-test(MLP-RBF)
CART (MLP)
PCA (MLP)
WEIGHT(MLP)
OCD (MLP)
OCD (MLP-RBF)

3 classes
b/c/uds

71.2±0.3
73.5±0.3
73.2±0.3
73.3±0.3
72.9±0.3
.73.8±0.3
.74.4±0.3

2 classes
b/udsc

91.4±0.2
91.7±0.2
91.6±0.2
91.9±0.2
91.5±0 . 2
91.5±0.2
91.7±0.2

pur
b

80.8
82.7
81.8
83.3
81.9
82.1
82.6

pur
c

33.6
35.9
35.9
35.8
35.3
35.9
36.7

pur
uds
86.6
86.1
86.5
86.7
86.2
85.7
85.8

TABLE 1. The two % columns give the percentage of well

classified events for the 2 cases:3 classes(b/c/uds) and 2

classes (b/udsc).The other columns give the purity of the

samples of b,c and uds events from the classification matrix.


